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Description Product details model number: 184000109- CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest 2019 peak performance train and race. Thanks to the improved design, this package is now lighter, more convenient, and offers additional front-end storage for easy access while running. Including two 17 oz/500 ml Quick Stow™ flasks for effective on-the-move hydration, as
well as a rear sleeve that can carry a 1.5 L container (not included), long stops with the refill won't hold you back. There are several stash pockets that can achieve nutrition or stash extra clothing in the wind, and for those who run the phone, the front zipper pocket is a safe, waterproof solution. Scaling Unisex Size Guide Chest *in. cm SM 28 - 34 71 - 86 MD
32 - 40 81 - 102 LG 38 - 46 97 - 117 * Measure around the entire part of the chest features Includes two 17 oz / 500 ml Quick Stow™ rear envelope pocket compatible with 1.5 l bladder (not included) The double openings allow to run through both shoulders of the bladder tube Double adjustable sternum straps for a secure fit Padded mesh back and shoulder
straps provide comfort and ventilation Dual front holster pockets for flasks or accessories Waterproof zipped pocket on the left shoulder strap for gels on the right shoulder, nutrition, and tablets Stash pockets on both sides of the gels, headlights or gloves stash pocket back double openings clothing or larger accessories Trekking pole holders available while
running Emergency whistle on the right shoulder strap Reflector detailing the front and rear full weight : 160 g / 5 oz Storage Waterproof top pocket: 2.5 in / 6 cm W x 2.5 in / 6 cm H Waterproof phone pocket: 3 in / 8 cm W x 7 in / 18 cm H Armpit stash pockets: 5 in / 13 cm W x 4 in / 10 cm H Rear stash: 8 in / 20 cm W x 11 / 2 8 cm H Total volume: 6 L / 360
in³ Flask Details Soft flask design for easy pressing and liquid release Self-sealing Big Bite™ valve feeds and sip Leak-proof shut-off valve Dishwasher safe top rack Fill scale volumetric indicator BPA/BPS/BPF-free Cap opening diameter: 1.4 in/ 3.6 cm Fabric Be the first to write a review of the product! 7.7 7.7 score [Editors rating (7.7)] = Runnerclick score
(7.7)/10 Our RunnerClick score is based on a general rating of editors compared to user reviews in order to create the most accurate and unbiased score of the products we review. If a total of less than 10 user reviews have been made of the product, the weight of user reviews will be reduced from 50% to 25% to make sure that the new products are not
highly rated. 0 User Rating: Based on 0 user reviewsCamelbak Ultra Pro Vest Review Facts Camelbak is known for how to make a high quality hydration vest and The Ultra Pro Vest is no exception to this rule. The Ultra Pro Vest is a lightweight, durable hydrating vest designed for runners to and obstacle races. Features ultra-light mesh provides maximum
ventilation and ventilation to keep runners cool and dry during their adventures. This vest also has nine pockets to ensure that runners can carry all the most important race day items. A unique feature of this hydration vest is that it is available in three unique colour ranges. It is also equipped with two 17-ounce soft flasks, as well as space for an additional
container in the back. It's not a cheap hydrating vest, but the runners who bought it found it more than worth the higher price tag. ProsMultiple color optionLight and breathableLength-lifeRecoction detailsRe only offered in unisex designThe cheapThis vest is recommended for competitive, elite athletes. It is designed to accompany athletes in some of the
longest and heaviest endurance competitions. The 3D mesh is designed to keep up with difficult conditions and provide a ventilated running experience for runners. This vest is equipped with nine different pockets to give runners easy access to all the essentials of race day. There are several stretch pockets to keep fuel, keys and even a zipped pocket that
is easily accessible to hold your mobile phone. Furthermore, runners can use the stretch back pocket to hide the cold weather layers, as well as an additional hydration tank. One category that received the highest rating on this vest was the overall breathability. This can be attributed to the unique 3D mesh used in the Ultra Pro Vest. This material ensures
that runners are not weighed down with excess material. This mesh allows the air to flow freely from the vest to hit the runner and keep them cool even during the running of the summer months. This vest is offered in three different scaling options. The sternum also has two adjustable straps to create a personalized fit for each runner. The Camelbak website
has a useful scale table so that every runner gets the size that fits them perfectly. Furthermore, since this vest is so light, even if the two 17-ounce soft flasks are full, that runners noted that there is no distractions and discomfort bouncing during racing. A high level of ventilation also keeps runners comfortable while running. This vest is available in three
different sizes. This allows runners to choose the size that fits them best. In addition, Camelbak designed this vest with adjustable sternum straps to ensure the most comfortable fit possible. However, this vest only offered a unisex design, and some runners noted that they would have preferd a non-specific design to better fit the unique shape of men and
women. Not only are Camelbak known for their long-term products, but they are also known for their easy and useful return policy and warranty. This product can make more money than some other vest lifetime markets, but runners noted that due to the extra long life of the Ultra Pro Vest, the price tag is more Worth. Runners reported that at first glance,
they didn't expect this vest to last until it did because the 3D Mesh was so light. However, after widespread use, runners realized that this net was almost indestructible and held up against some of the toughest terrain. This vest is equipped with two 17-ounce Quick Stow flasks. These flasks can be folded and become smaller as they are emptied. These
flasks camelbak a patented receiving valve that provides runners with a simple and fast hydration flow that is leak-proof. In addition to the two soft flasks, this vest has 9 different pockets to give runners easy access to the bases of all runners. Although this vest contains a stretch pocket in the back of an additional hydration reservoir, runners were unhappy to
learn that they had to buy this item separately. This vest comes in three vibrant color ranges that include black atom blue, crimson red lime punch and lime punch silver. It also features detailing the entire vest, which ensures that runners stay safe for the evening runs. This vest has a minimalist look that covers as little skin as possible to ensure a light,
comfortable fit and feel. Camelbak is a leading name in the hydration system, and with this name and high quality, craftsmanship comes with a higher than average price tag. Runners who have a very tight budget need to consider an affordable option. However, the runners who did not buy this vest found, make an excellent value, and due to its long-term
durability, saw a smart investment in the running.- More scaling options - Multiple color options - 3D mesh material - Reflective details - 9 pockets - Two adjustable sternum straps - Comes in 2 17 ounces Quick Stow Flasks - Room for additional moisturizing tank rear pocketCamelbak Ultra Pro Vest with a hydration system which is recommended to be at the
top level of the top level, elite athlete. This ensures that runners have a comfortable, non-bounce fit and place all of the race day essentials. This is the perfect lightweight vest for ultra marathons and runners participating in obstacle races. It features nine separate pockets in easily accessible locations to make sure that races have easy access to all race day
items. Runners were pleased to see that this vest comes with two high quality 17-ounce Quick Stow Flasks. While this doesn't come with a vest, runners have the options of buying a separate reservoir that fits in the back pocket. This vest features reflective details to keep runners safe for evening runs and races. This vest comes with three fun, vibrant color
ranges, and while this vest is slightly higher in price than some of its competitors, runners found it to be of excellent value due to its durability and overall high quality construction. It's 2020 and it's been a difficult year for all of us. This means that it is likely that it would be so surprising if stumbled stumbled upon a product where the reviewer is ultimately
completely undervalued or even dissatisfied with a particular gear. Maybe something went wrong while testing the product or they got a lemon and the construction was all wrong. Maybe even the latest chassis meh this year? Not at all! Fortunately, I was pleasantly surprised by the comfort, performance and features of the CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest ($120).
After three seasons, with all the elements, and the different distances on the tracks testing edging vests, I'm glad to report that it would be a welcome addition to the tegeza running essentials. I found myself reaching the Ultra Pro Vest no matter the distance or expected time spent outdoors. It's a solid do-it-all run vest for the run-it-all type of runner. The
CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest is a women's model and aqua sea/silver color scheme. All photos: Casey SpiritsCamelBak Ultra Pro Vest Construction and FitI tested the women's-specific version of the CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest, which has the same features as the men's version but is optimized for a women's chassis. The men's and women's vests each have two
color scheme options. The men's and women's vests both weigh 5 ounces, although men's 160 grams and women's 150 grams. The materials used, including soft 3D Micro Mesh, result in a package that is well ventilated and comfortable without sacrificing durability. The construction is great. I predict that you can use this package for many years. CamelBak
Ultra Pro Vest.The Ulra Pro Vest sits high on its back. The front straps, while offering a significant amount of storage, do not feel bulky. The only place that offers a suitable setting are the two sternum straps. These clips work together easily and help your package stay safe while dialing in appropriately for a snugger experience. There was no problem,
whether it was adjusting air temperature or elements, clipping, or unclipping the sternum straps. In the past, I've had issues with cold temperature reading: frozen fingers-setting other packages, so I was pleased with how easy it was for the Ultra Pro Vest. My only complaint was that the chest straps didn't allow me to pull them, as they did during the summer
months when I was wearing minimal clothes. The sternum straps are also very elastic, I think it would be a very comfortable fit for a larger-chested woman. As for sizing, the Ultra Pro Vest is available extra small for large women and small and large for men. I'd say this pack is a little big. This is fine for months where you are stratification, but could be
improved during hot months. I wouldn't let that deter you from ordering, but if it's between sizes, I recommend ordering the size. For reference, I'm 5'3 with a small chest and broad shoulders. I usually wear women's size small or 4 tops. The Ultra Pro Vest I tested was a small size and while wearing minimal attire on this summer to make It's just a little too big.
Look back at the CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest.CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest Storage and Hydration FittingsThe CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest pack has a capacity of 6L/360cc and can carry a 1.5-litre tank (not included) at the back. The back pocket of the vest is not spacious with any means and probably does not hold anything extra if used in the bladder. The vest
comes with two 500ml Quick Stow soft flasks that fit easily into the front pockets. Speaking of pockets, they come in abundance on this package, and in most cases they are all very useful. Additional pockets and easy access on the front and sides of the package, as well as a flexible permeable pocket at the back, where this package really shines. Pockets
are deep and super safe without being difficult to manipulate. One pocket that might have missed the sign was the front zipped pocket designed to store the phone. My phone, a Samsung Galaxy that is 6 inches tall and 3 inches wide, just didn't fit, but it was nice to have my keys safely zip. I appreciated the aforementioned pass-through pocket on the back of
the package, which allows the layers to slip in and out without dealing with the zipper or taking your package off completely. The pocket isn't huge, but it's big enough for a rain jacket and gloves, or even trekking poles (although I didn't give the trekking-pole storage a shot). There are two sets of two deep-like Mary Poppins carpet bag with deep pockets on
both front straps. You read this well, there are a total of four deep pockets at the beginning, each of which can carry the soft flasks that can be used with the package. There was simply no way I could ever fill them with maximum capacity, but it was fun to keep trying. There are also two flexible quick stash pockets that run along the sides and at the back of
the pack. They are great for trash, headlights, beanie, buff, and the like. I thought these might interfere with the pass-through back pocket, but not at all, and it came quite handy when I felt like storing something I might want later, but didn't necessarily want to take up real estate in front of my package. A quick note on Quick Stow soft flasks that come with the
purchase of the Ultra Pro Vest: I really like them. Never leaked, there was a light lock mechanism near the spout, and the quality of the materials used just seems much more durable than other soft flasks I've tested. Right off the bat, it was me and I'm still very happy with these bottles. Finally, there is a bungee system for waist-back and upper right shoulder
that are designed for trekking-pole storage. As mentioned earlier, I don't use this package to store my trekking poles so I can't talk about that reliability or ease of use when it comes to carrying poles. Testing this feature now, in my house, they seem to do the trick but as we all know that it can definitely change when out on the trail. Another rear view is the
Ultra Pro Vest.CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest Overall Overall I'm going to give camelbak ultra pro vest a high score. I found it convenient throughout the seasons, the construction being of high quality and all the features just really make sense. It's a solid and practical running hydrating vest! As he said, this vest does not run a little large and there is not a lot of
storage in the back compartment, regardless of whether you choose to carry a bladder. But, there are a lot of useful pocket options throughout, and despite the spacious fit, this package is super comfortable for hours. I currently have seven different running vests at my disposal and I choose the Camelback Ultra Pro Vest more often than not. If you're looking
for a versatile and reliable running moisturizing package that won't break your bank, I recommend giving the CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest a try. Call for CommentsDo you run the CamelBak Ultra Pro Vest? Can you share your overall thought on the pack for the type of running you do? What do you put in different pockets and what do you think of storage features
in general? [Editor's note: If you are related (e.g. employee, ambassador, etc.) to a brand, please share your relationship in your comments on this article. Thanks!] Side view of the CamelBak Ultra Pro vest. Vest.
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